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Clarivate is a global leader in providing trusted insights and analytics
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Enriched Data Workflow Solutions Analytics & Insights Expert Services



Clarivate in Intellectual Property
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Let our intelligence move you

Clarivate is bringing together a 
combined set of unique 
capabilities and processes that 
enable our customers to unlock 
the full potential of IP and remove 
friction from IP management.

• Global best practices
• Unified technology base
• Unified product development 

approach
• Innovative implementation 

technology 

Expertise
30,000
customers including 90% 
of the world’s top filers

5M
patents, 1.5M+ trademarks

40+
patent offices use Clarivate 
data for their prior art 
examination

9 out of 10
of the world’s most valuable 
brands rely on Clarivate

Data
90M+
quality-checked trademark 
records plus case law data 
for 4+ million marks

120M
global patent records 
normalized and enhanced 
plus case law for 1.5+ 
million patent cases

Software
1600+
corporations and law 
firms use our solutions to 
manage their IP

40,000+
IP professionals use 
Clarivate software to 
make better decisions

9M+
IP cases from 3,800+ 
courts worldwide



Setting the scene for 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
in Intellectual Property



AI has become a catchall term for applications that perform complex tasks 
that once required human input

Source: IBM; UBS; Deloitte; The Guardian; Financial Times; The Consumer Goods Forum; WIRED

Level of intelligence The impact of Artificial Intelligence today 
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The transition from the first to the second stage has taken a long time, but 
the market is currently on the cusp of completing the transition to the 

second stage

Health

Machine-learning enables accurate predictions in 
structural biology that can form starting models to 

speed up discovery

Financial

Robo-advisors provide automated algorithm-driven 
services more affordable to the previously 

underserved mass market

Legal

Natural language processing can assist with simple 
legal questions, document drafts and first pass client 

messages

Consumer

Face mapping technology creates metrics-based 
analyses of skin based on a photograph to deliver 

expert advice

Social

Major sports events are using data from positioned 
cameras to provide refereeing decisions based on 

real-time data
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Source: Derwent Innovation

WO2021222802A1

Patient’s treatment 
recommendation based 
on received healthcare 
information data

Health

WO2021207569A1

Calibrating broadcast 
video feed. The 
computing system 
generates a trained neural 
network

Social US20230050193A
1

Machine learning 
model for increased 
accurate financial 
crime detection

Financial

KR2021156086A

Smart factory-based 
customized cosmetic 
manufacturing 
operation system

Consumer

KR2021103187A

Method for providing 
prediction result of legal 
case performed in 
computing device

Legal

AI is growing fast and is a key feature in many business 
and consumer applications.
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Source: Derwent Innovation; Reuters; TechCrunch; NLA; Quartz India; Taipei Times

Over 65% of core AI-related patent 
applications have been filed since 2018, 
with the rapid growth driven by domestic 
filings in China

Over the past decade, China's 
advantages in size, data collection, and 
national determination have enabled it to 
close the AI gap with the US

AI-related inventions are putting pressure 
on IP systems worldwide. The KIPO has 
introduced an expedited examination 
system for AI-related patent applications

* Originating: Inventions first filed in the country/region

Core AI invention timeline, 2015 onwards Top five countries, 2015 onwards Recent % volume vs. recent CAGR
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Global patent activity in AI
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Many IP Offices have invested in AI to improve efficiency
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IP Office Applications include:

• Examination management

• Patent classification

• Patent prior art search

• Image search (trademark, design)

• Trademark classification (goods & 
services)

• Copyright registration

• Data analysis

• Machine translation

• Digitization and process 
automation

• Helpdesk services

Source: WIPO’s Index of AI initiatives in IP offices and known Clarivate partnerships
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Problems that 
need solving

AI is well suited

Trademark Search 
& Watch

Patent Prior-art 
Search

IP Licensing

Patent Drafting

Portfolio 
Intelligence

Docketing Ideation
IP Annuities / 
Renewals

Litigation 
Analytics

Design Search

Innovation 
Intelligence

Claim Analysis

SEP analysis

Anti- counterfeiting 
/ Brand protection

Valuations

IP Financial 
Forecasting

Examiner Behaviour 
Analytics

Classification

Identifying and assessing AI use-cases in the IP process 



Bringing AI into PTO 
Solutions



Common Challenges in Patent and Trademark Offices
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• Consistent high quality 
examination is core to 
all office’s mission

• Quality is often at 
tension with backlogs

• New technologies 
resulting in 
complicated 
examinations

• PTO’s are charged with 
supporting the 
businesses whose IP 
drives economic 
growth

• But, providing quality 
support is difficult to 
scale without tools to 
support those users

Examination Quality Examination Efficiency Security

• Increasing application 
volumes and 
complexities result in a 
constant fight against 
rising backlogs 

• Staff onboarding and 
training is time 
consuming and 
expensive – tools need 
to be easy to use 

• Modern security 
standards to protect 
and encrypt data (i.e., 
FedRAMP)

• Compliance with local 
data protection 
ordinances (i.e., GDPR)

• Must provide 
protected access to 
staff and team 
members

Local Business Support



The Trademark Examination Workflow
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Public Search

Classification Examination Policy

Custom Public Search Engine 
(with image AI)
offers direct, powerful text and 
AI image search and AI 
classification tools to public 
applicants to help file high-
quality applications.

Design Code and Goods and 
Services AI tools and services help 
manage a growing trademark 
ecosystem by  assigning the 
correct codes to improve 
application speed. 

Gain a bird's eye view into the IP 
landscape worldwide and in your 
jurisdiction by leveraging Darts-ip.
Steer policy with confidence and 
clarity through the Portfolio 
Benchmarking AI Classifier and 
custom consulting reports.

Absolute Grounds

Confidently answer appeals and 
opposition actions by having clear 
insight to previous case law, 
goods and services and precedent 
with Darts-ip to leverage AI risk 
scores based on previous 
decisions from the office.

Review word mark applications faster with 
advanced Brand AI, NLP and Analytics. 
Examine image applications faster with 
TrademarkVision image AI. Review past 
precedents with Darts-ip case law search.
Global Trademark, Designs and Case Law, 
Common Law data available to license.

Appeals

Automatically check trademark 
applications against your 
jurisdiction’s unique rules. Both 
AI and rules-based checks for 
surnames, geographic 
indications, vulgarity and 6ter, 
saving examiners time and 
improving accuracy.



AI in action: Brand AI and NLP Search
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Gold-standard global trademark and IP case data

Multilingual semantics based on deep neural networks 
trained on generic EN text

Machine learning models trained on historic in-house 
analysts’ trademark selection data

Brand clearance assessment is more complex 
than ever...

…we leverage DNNs and Clarivate’s expansive 
data to assess brand risk in multiple dimensions

Problem

Solution

Similar 
TMs & Top 

Threats

Verbal 
Similarity 

Scores

Case Law 
Prediction 

Scores

Product 
Class 

Codes

Trademark 
In-Use 
Info. 

Features/metrics driven by cutting-edge AI technology

DNNs: Deep Neural Networks



AI in action: Trademark and design images search
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Intuitive searching – Subjective codes not required

Benchmarked accuracy – Finding 97% of real benchmark 
citations in one recent trademarks trial

Accelerated examinations and reduced backlogs – Up to 
5x faster designs examinations in one recent PTO trial

Vienna (trademarks) and Locarno (designs) codes 
are subjective, time consuming to use, and 
provide no ranking function across ever larger 
datasets

Well validated image recognition finds relevant 
logos and designs quickly and accurately

Problem

Solution

Planned integration into 
WIPO IPAS in 2024



AI in action: Custom white label public search and filing tools
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Offices want to provide world class tools to SME’s 
so that they can search and file high quality 
applications. However, these tools are expensive 
to develop and maintain. 

Offices can deploy Clarivate’s advanced AI tools to 
their public users via an API or custom white-
labeled interfaces. Clarivate can also custom 
develop AI solutions for office challenges. 

Custom search engines can be deployed in as little 
as 4 months.

Problem

Solution



The Patent Examination Workflow
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Public Search

Classification Appeals Policy

Custom Public Search Engine 
(with image AI)
offers direct, powerful text and 
AI image search and AI 
classification tools to public 
applicants to help file high-
quality applications.

Classification Services help manage 
a growing patent ecosystem by 
assigning the correct patent 
subject matter to improve 
examiner speed. AI is used to 
presort cases into technical fields 
before manual classification.

Patent Examination Services from Clarivate allow 
you to outsource patent examination, searches 
and opinions.
Use Derwent Innovation to search patent 
applications efficiently, with AI semantic search.
Curated global Derwent Patent data, including AI-
augmented fields, available as data feed or API 
used by over 30 jurisdictions. 
DesignVision  AI image search to find visually 
similar matches for 5x faster examination 

Gain a bird's eye view into the IP 
landscape worldwide and in your 
jurisdiction by leveraging Darts-ip.
Steer policy with confidence and 
clarity through the Portfolio 
Benchmarking AI Classifier and custom 
consulting reports.

Examination

Reclassification Services help scale 
mature patent systems to 
maintain accurate and efficient 
patent classification, improving 
the overall efficiency and 
effectiveness of the patent 
system.

Confidently answer appeals and 
opposition actions by having clear 
insight to previous case law and 
precedent with Darts-ip to leverage 
AI risk scores based on previous 
decisions from the office.

Maintenance



AI in action: Leveraging AI to augment the patent abstraction process 
and enhance the coverage of our valued DWPI content
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High volume and growth rates of Chinese Utility Models and 
Applications

Utility models are “minor inventions”, still important – for 
finding a needle in the haystack

Volume growth creates pressure on timeliness of delivery 
and limits the expansion of content coverage

Leveraging deep industry and content expertise to manually 
curate & review the enhanced patent content

Language models trained on large sets of patent input & 
DWPI output for generating enhanced patent content

Image recognition technology to select most appropriate 
drawing and text extraction solutions for obtaining part list of 
selected drawing

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

CN Utility Models CN Applications CN Grants

31%

LLMs: Large Language Models | DWPI: Derwent World Patent Index

24%

…we leverage large language models and image recognition 
to improve operational efficiencies

Growing volume of inventions

Maintaining the 
quality of our 
valued DWPI

Leveraging LLMs to reduce efforts

Timeline (years)

Significant IP filing volumes in China means a lot of data…

Problem Solution

Source: Derwent Innovation; WIPO



AI in action: Prior Art Natural Language Search
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Finding relevant prior art in the ever-growing patent and 
NLP literature is an ever-increasing challenge

Patent-centric model training
Training on Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI) gives this 
model the advantage of disambiguating legalese with 
technologically meaningful terms. An intensive program of 
customer feedback on relevance helped tune the models

Rapid results; quick insights 
Identifies the most relevant, highly-ranked results in 3 
seconds. Offers information for quick decisions and gives 
new insights for follow-on iterations. Particularly helpful for 
searching in an unfamiliar IP space.  AI-generated excerpts 
and highlighting aid users in judging hit relevance

Problem

Solution

Derwent Innovation’s AI powered patent search engine is a use 
case focused solution to enable information professionals and 
counsel to rapidly gain insights into invention patentability

Solution



AI in action: Portfolio Benchmarking AI Classifier
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Deriving high level insight from the IP filing activity has 
always been a challenge

Customer focused taxonomy 
Input a taxonomy which enables customers to view 
competitor portfolios from their organizational lens

Adapts according to availability of customer data
Leverage the power of supervised machine learning model 
combined with large language model to classify patents 
with minimal initial information

Scale up portfolio benchmarking
Push manual boundaries of portfolio benchmarking 
leveraging the swiftness of AI. Under test conditions, the AI 
engine classified patents at a rate of 48 patents per second. 
To put it in context, 8653 patents were classified in the 
same time as manual classification of 1 patent

Problem

Solution

AI powered patent classification engine is a solution to help 
companies benchmark their patent portfolios or for 
governments to compare activity across economic regions

Solution



AI as a Complement to 
the Full Suite
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AI without the right data and expertise is just... Artificial
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Data ModelsExpertise

Identification of the right tasks for automation
Training AI models

Delivering outcomes 



AI is an enhancer to Clarivate’s Full Suite of IP Solutions for 
accurate and efficient IP Office operations
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• Examination Services

• Classification Services

• Reclassification Services

• Case Management / IP Management 
Systems

• Derwent Innovation

• Darts-IP – Case law research

• Patents (incl Derwent World Patents 
Index, full text and PDFs from over 107 
jurisdictions)

• IP Case Litigation (from Darts-IP)

• Chemistry, Pharma, Bio (including 
SequenceBase / Geneseq)

• Custom PTO application development

• Trademark Watch / Search

• Specialty projects (custom reports, 
digitization, etc)

• TMV Examiner Search Engines

• PTO Public Search Engine

• Examiner / AI Assistive tools

• Trademarks (from over 185 jurisdictions)

• Industrial Designs (from over 65 jurisdictions)

• IP Data Analytical API (covering multiple IP 
rights)

• Academic Literature (from Web of Science)

• Dialog for non-patent literature (NPL)

Data Feeds & 
Content APIs

Applications & SaaS 
Tools

Outsourced 
Services



A Trusted Partner to Help
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Our trademark and patent data suite, accelerated workflows and services provides a valuable resource for you, offering 
comprehensive data coverage, flexible access options, and synergy with your existing services. 

By leveraging our data, products and services, you can make more informed decisions, faster, and provide better service to 
your clients both internal and external.

Patent and Trademark 
data to support confident 
decision making.

Clear your backlogs to 
focus on the future.

Get the data you need, 
how and when you 
need it.

Your work, our team, 
one seamless workflow.

High level data quality 
you can trust

Accelerated workflows Flexible access Custom service



© 2023 Clarivate

Clarivate and its logo, as well as all other 
trademarks used herein are trademarks of their 
respective owners and used under license.

About Clarivate

Clarivate is the leading global information services provider. We connect people and organizations to intelligence they can trust to transform their 
perspective, their work and our world. Our subscription and technology-based solutions are coupled with deep domain expertise and cover the areas 
of Academia & Government, Life Sciences & Healthcare and Intellectual Property. For more information, please visit clarivate.com

Thank you

http://clarivate.com/
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